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The diamagnetic susceptibility of indirect excitons in Ge uniaxially compressed along the axis [loo] or [ I l l ]  is 
calculated. It is shown that despite the large anisotropy of the effective masses, the main contribution to the 
susceptibility comes from the Hamiltonian term that is quadratic in the external magnetic field (the Langevin 
term). 

PACS numbers: 75.20.En. 75.30.Cr 

1. INTRODUCTION It is  obtained by rotating (e:e:e:) around e! through an 
angle cu =tan" 3.33, in which case 

The Hamiltonian that describes the relative motion of 
an electron with an effective-mass tensor m;, and of a pi=0.047mo, p2=0.031ma, ps=0.083mo. 

hole with m:,, which form an exciton with zero gravity- The ground state of the exciton can be obtained by a 
center momentum, i s  of the form1 variational method. Measuring the length in units of - - 

a, =A2co/p3e2 and of energy R = p,e4/2fi2~:, and using 
the wave function 

i%, = Z[A'(I)  ~ , - ' - A " I )  m,-']^p, (1) $o = (nabc) -'" exp {- [xz/a2+ y2/b2+zZ/c2] "I), 

eZ 3eZ we obtain 
%2=1[AC(r)m.-1A'(r)+Ah(~)mh-'Ah(r)]+-A(r)M-'A(r),  

2c 2c- 
a=1.74, b=2.02, c=1.42, Eo=-0.58. where 

In absolute units aa, = 170 A, ba, = 198 A ,  ca, = 139 A, 
A'.'='IZIH, (pm;; I ) ] ,  A=A'+Ah, p-'=me-'+m,-', M=m,+m, and RE,= -2.78 x 10" eV. We reduce all  the matrices 

and it is assumed that the products of the coordinates in (2) to the basis (ele2e3), substitute in%, and, using 
and momenta have been symmetrized in q. It i s  seen the numerical values in (21, (31, and (41, obtain 
that an energy correction quadratic in the magnetic field 

6EL= (z2) oo= (eZasZ/2m,c2) (25H,2+17H,2-8H,H,+41Hz2). (6) results not only from %P, in first-order perturbation the- 
ory (the Langevin diamagnetism), but also from % in If In*) i s  the first  excited state of the exciton at which 
second order (the van Vleck orbital paramagnetism). (%),* =0,  then the van Vleck correction satisfies the 
In the case  of isotropic masses, goes over into2 inequality 

.. 
The relative-motion angular momentum L i s  conserved, To estimate En* we note that the first excited states 
and L = O  in the ground state. There is  therefore no corresponding to the 2p-hydrogen states, a r e  of the 
orbital paramagnetism in the isotropic limits. form 

In uniaxially deformed germanium, the degeneracy of 
the hole band i s  lifted, the spin motion i s  separated with 
good accuracy from the orbital motion, and the latter 
i s  described by Hamiltonian (1). 

2. COMPRESSION ALONG THE [001] AXIS 

For the sake of argument, we consider an electron 
vaiky lecated along the [ I l l ]  axis of the crystal. We 
choosean orthogonal basis e:e:e: such that e: 11 [OOl], 
and the plane e:e: passes through the [ I l l ]  axis. In 
this basis3 

The electron-mass matrix i s  diagonal in the basis 
(eieiei), which is obtained by rotation around the ey axis 
through an angle rp =tan"2l 12, and i s  equal to3 

It is  convenient to carry  out the calculations in the basis 
(ele,e,) that diagonalizes the reduced-mass matrix p .  

and cause (x),, to vanish. It seems plausible that in 
higher states, e. g. , 3d, the quantity En* - Eo is equal 
to IE, I with sufficient accuracy. Indeed, in the hydro- 
genlike case E,, - E, = 0.9 IE, I ,  and in our case  the 
anisotropy of p in (4) i s  of the order of unity. It is  
possible to refine the value of En*, e. g. , by a varia- 
tional method, but there is  no need for it since 6Evv 
is  of the order of several percent of 6E,: 

16E,-, 1 < ( 2 h 2 ~ , 2 / m ~ 2 ~ 2 1  Eo 1 p3e2) (4Hi1+0.7H/-0.2HyH1+0.3HiZ). (8) 
We write down now the diamagnetic-susceptibility ten- 
so r  in the standard coordinate system of the crystal, 
i. e. , Xll (loo), Y11 (OlO), and 211 (001) 

The diamagnetic correction to the energy is given by 
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where H= (HrHyH,) for an electron valley directed along 
the [ I l l ]  axis, H= (Hy, -HxH,) for the valley along [-I, 
1, I], H= (-Hy, Hz, H.) for the valley along [I, -1,1], 
and H=(-Hz,-$,Hz) for  the valley along [-1,-1,1]. 
The magnetic-field components Hz, H,, and H ,  a r e  de- 
fined here in terms of the standard crystallographic 
coordinate system. 

3. COMPRESSION ALONG THE [ I  11 ] AXIS 

It is  known that compression decreases the energy 
of the electron valley located on the compression axis. 
We confine ourselves to this valley, i. e. , to a "cold" 
exciton. In this case the [ I l l ]  axis is  the axial-sym- 
metry axis and all  the results can be clearly represent- 
ed in analytic form. In a basis with e, axis along [ l l l ]  
we have m,, = 0.13mn and nz,,, = 0.04m0 (Ref. 3), so  
that p, = 0. 05m0 and p,, = 0.04mn. We express the 
length and energy in units a,, = B E  dp ,e2  and R, 
= p,e4/2A2$ respectively, and choose the tr ial  wave 
function of the ground state in the form 

VO= (naL2a,,) -" exp {- [ (z2+y2) /a,'+z'/al12] '"1. 

The energy corresponding to such a wave function was 
obtained in Ref. 4 and at the given values of p,,,, we 
obtain a,= 1.06, a,, =l. 18, and Fo= -0.91. In absolute 
units a,a,,= 172 A, a,,a,, = 191 A, and R,E,= -2.62 
x loa3 eV. In analogy with Sec. 2,  it can be shown that 

leads to a diamagnetic susceptibility 

The Hamiltonian &;1 leads only to a contribution to X, 
Arguments similar to the preceding ones lead to the 
estimate 

which amounts in this case to less  than 2% of xf. The 
numerical values a r e  e= -7.3 x loqz4 and ,yf = -8.3 
x erg/G2. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In both considered cases  the contribution made to the 
susceptibility by turned out to be numerically very 
small, and the anisotropy of xL substantial. The first 
circumstance i s  due principally to the small anisotropy 
of p (for strongly anisotropic me and mJ,  and also to 
the appearance, in the estimate of xVv, of small num- 
bers ,  e. g., when averaging on a hydrogen ground- 
state function we have ( 2 ~ 3 , ~  = 0.2. The second cir- 
cumstance is  due to the fact that the electrons and 
holes contribute to the Langevin susceptibility for the 
most part independently, and their contributions a r e  
determined separately by their masses. 
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